The mechanism of proton release to the bulk during the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin has been studied by absorbance measurements using pyranine as indicator. The initial absorbance change of the indicator is characterized by a sigmoidal shape, reflecting coupling of proton pumping with transfer of protons to the indicator. The time constants of pumping (τ 1 ) 20 to 50 µs) and of transfer to the indicator (τ 2 ) 0.4 to 1.5 ms) decrease with increasing pyranine concentration, consistent with coupling of an intra-and a bimolecular reaction step. Proton transfer by buffers is dependent on their pK value. The most efficient buffer in the test proved to be borate; in the presence of ∼1 mM borate protons appeared in the bulk with a time constant of τ 2 ≈ 60 µs. The data are described by simple reaction mechanisms. The rate constants of proton transfer are consistent with a standard dependence on the pK difference between donor and acceptor, but apparently other factors like size and charge of the acceptor contribute as well. The rate constants of proton transfer from bacteriorhodopsin to acceptors with a favorable pK are at the limit of diffusion control. However, the data indicate the existence of a separate intramolecular reaction step for most acceptors, which seems to reflect proton transfer from the release cavity of bacteriorhodopsin to the periphery for acceptors, which cannot approach this cavity because of steric, electrostatic, and/or other factors. Crystal structures of bacteriorhodopsin support the interpretation that the release site is not directly accessible for acceptors such as pyranine. Proton transfer to borate is without barrier and, thus, there is no general diffusion barrier in the proton release of bacteriorhodopsin.
Introduction
Bacteriorhodopsin is considered to be a "paradigm" of membrane proteins and certainly is among the most thoroughly studied protein molecules. [1] [2] [3] [4] The transformation of light energy into chemical energy in form of a proton concentration gradient is based on a reaction cycle, which has been characterized in considerable detail, mainly by flash spectroscopy. On the basis of spectra in the visible range, six different reaction states (J, K, L, M, N, and O) have been identified. Additional substates were characterized by various methods. The release of protons during the M state of this cycle at the extracellular surface has been studied by pH indicators. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] When indicators were fixed covalently on the extracellular surface, protons appeared in times as short as ∼70 µs, whereas indicators in free solution showed proton appearance with time constants of e.g., 1.29 ms. 9, 11 These results have been used as evidence for the existence of a barrier in the diffusion of protons from bacteriorhodopsin to the bulk solution. Moreover, protons released at the extracellular surface of bacteriorhodopsin disks arrive rapidly at indicators fixed on the intracellular surface, 9, 11 providing evidence for efficient diffusion of protons along the membrane surface. In the general context of energy processing according to Mitchell, 15 the data seem to support a localized form of a pH gradient, where protons move directly between a source and a sink, e.g. from a proton pump to H + -ATP synthase, and do not get delocalized by diffusion into the bulk medium.
If there is any barrier against diffusion into bulk solution, what is the nature of this barrier? Nachliel and Gutman 16 simulated proton transfer from photoactivated bacteriorhodopsin to the bulk by a set differential equations and attribute the delay of protons to a high buffer capacity of the membrane. A completely different conclusion is suggested by early experimental data of Drachev et al., 6 who report fast appearance of protons in the bulk in the presence of buffers and p-nitrophenol as indicator. The issue is of sufficient general interest for further analysis. In the present investigation, proton release in bacteriorhodopsin is analyzed in more detail than previously. The experimental data demonstrate a special form of the release transients that must be expected but has not been detected in previous experiments. These data show coupling of proton pumping by the protein with the subsequent step of proton transfer. Furthermore, the experimental data demonstrate that proton release is very much dependent not only on the concentration but also on the nature of the proton accepting species. The dependence of transfer efficiency on the parameters of the proton acceptor is useful for analysis of a functional structure of the proton release domain in bacteriorhodopsin. Analysis of the data by a simple kinetic model demonstrates that the rate constants of proton transfer follow the expected general dependence on pK differences. The rate constants for proton transfer observed in cases with a favorable pK difference are close to the limit of diffusion control and, thus, there is no evidence for the existence of a diffusion barrier. However, the experimental data indicate a separate reaction step, which is suggested to represent proton transfer from an inside cavity of the release site to the periphery of the protein.
Materials and Methods
Bacteriorhodopsin was prepared as described by Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius 17 using an overproducing strain (Halobacterium salinarum S9) that was kindly provided by Dr. J. Tittor. The sample proved to be homogeneous in SDS gel electrophoresis and in isoelectric focusing. Suspensions of bacteriorhodopsin in given buffers were prepared either by extensive dialysis or by repeated centrifugation into a pellet + resuspension. Most of the present measurements were performed in 50 mM KCl; some measurements were also performed in a low salt medium containing 1 mM NaClO 4 , 0.2 mM MgSO 4 . The pH of the samples was adjusted by addition of NaOH solution from a microsyringe directly into solutions in the measuring cell under nitrogen using an AtmosBag from Aldrich. The cell was then closed under nitrogen. After light adaptation by a Schott cold light source, spectra were measured in this cell with a PerkinElmer Lambda 17. In solutions containing pyranine, pH values were controlled by recording ratios of absorbances at 454 and 403 nm; contributions to the absorbance from bacteriorhodopsin were subtracted, and the ratio of corrected absorbances at 454 and 403 nm was used to determine pH values of solutions in the measuring cell immediately before and after recording data sets of flash spectroscopy. The following reagents were used: sodium azide (Merck, extra pure), ammonium chloride (Merck, pA), boric acid (Baker, pA), cacodylic acid (Sigma), imidazole (Merck), potassium chloride (Baker, pA), 2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid (MES, Merck)); tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethan (TRIS, Merck, pA); pyranine (Molecular Probes).
Flash spectroscopic data were obtained with components from a fluorescence temperature jump instrument. 18 Solutions were filled into a fluorescence T-jump cell: the central part of this cell was prepared from quartz, the lower electrode was made from Pt, and the Pt electrode closed the cell chamber with an O-ring from perbunan. The optical path lengths in both directions of excitation and absorbance were 7 mm. Flash light was irradiated from a lamp FX1160 (Perkin-Elmer) driven by an EG&G Electro-Optics model PS302; the wavelength of irradiation was limited to λ > 520 nm by a filter KV 520 from Schott (Mainz, Germany). The flash pulse was recorded by a diode detector. Absorbance changes were measured at 90°o rientation with respect to flash irradiation using a wolfram lamp as light source, a Schoeffel grating monochromator, and a standard photomultiplier detection unit. Detection of scattered flash light by the photomultiplier was avoided by interference filters (411 and 458 nm) in front of the photomultiplier. The flash light signal and changes in light transmission were recorded by a Tektronix DSA602. Absorbance changes of pyranine, observed at 458 nm, were always corrected for contributions from absorbance changes due to bacteriorhodopsin occurring in the absence of pyranine by subtraction of the signal measured with the same sample at the same pH in the absence of pyranine. At high concentrations of both pyranine and bacteriorhodopsin, residual signals resulting from the flash pulse passing the 458 nm interference filter were found due to high amplification of the detector; in these cases the residual flash pulse signals were recorded separately and subtracted. The experimental data were processed (including subtraction of data sets, deconvolution and exponential fitting) by a set of programs designed for analysis of chemical relaxation data. 19, 20 Relaxation time constants were fitted to kinetic models by a combination of a general leastsquares fitting routine based on a simplex procedure 21 and an algorithm for simulation of relaxation spectra. 22 Finally, sets of relaxation curves obtained for different concentrations of given acceptors were fitted directly to reaction models ("global" fit) by a combination of a deconvolution procedure, 20 a routine for calculation of relaxation time constants for given reaction mechanisms 22 and application of a combination of linear and nonlinear fit routines 21 (for an example of global fitting presented previously cf. ref 23). The reference for deconvolution was obtained by measuring the intensity of the flash light pulse by the detector used for recording pyranine/bacteriorhodopsin transients (at the same bandwidth) and numerical integration.
Results

Coupling of Proton Pumping and Release to Indicator.
The flash light induced change of pyranine absorbance found in the present experiments, indicating proton release at the extracellular side followed by proton uptake at the intracellular side, is of course similar to that published in the literature. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, a careful analysis of the data reveals a feature that has not been described in the literature yet. The initial part of the release signal cannot be represented by a single exponential, because it starts with a zero slope; the shape is sigmoidal, corresponding to a small but noticeable initial delay ( Figure  1 ). This feature is detected in all experimental data, provided that these data are properly corrected for contributions resulting from the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin recorded in the absence of pyranine. The full time course of proton concentration changes can be described without systematic deviation by a sum of three exponentials, where two exponentials (τ 1 and τ 2 ) are required to describe proton release.
The explanation of this result is obvious: protons are not released immediately after irradiation: it is well known that about 50 µs time of the photocycle are required to arrive at the M state, where protons are released. Calculations of transients based on a two-step reaction scheme, with an intramolecular reaction step representing proton pumping followed by the intermolecular reaction of proton transfer to the indicator (details in section "reaction models"), confirm that the time required for proton pumping gives rise to the sigmoidal appearance of the proton release curves. Thus, the sigmoidal shape of the release curves must be expected and clearly is not an artifact resulting from insufficient instrumentation.
Measurements under exactly the same experimental conditions recorded at 411 nm, where the rise of the M state is observed, do not show the delay found in the pyranine transients at 458 nm. This result is in agreement with literature data and demonstrates that the delay found at 458 nm is not due to any problem with instrumentation and/or deconvolution.
Measurements at different concentrations of pyranine clearly demonstrate an acceleration of the relaxation with increasing concentrations. This concentration dependence can be measured more easily for the slower of the release time constants τ 2 for technical reasons, but the experimental data also indicate a concentration dependence of τ 1 (Figure 2) . A serious problem for determination of accurate data is the strong dependence of the transients on pH. Although the sample cell was closed under nitrogen (cf. Methods), there used to be a slow pH drift, apparently due to diffusion of CO 2 into the cell. Because of the low reactant concentrations the buffering capacity was very low and, thus, small quantities of CO 2 were sufficient to cause a pH drift. It is difficult to estimate the error level remaining from the problem of pH control. However, the errors in the final rate constants (cf. Table 1 ) estimated from reproducibility are probably mainly due to residual shifts of pH values.
Dependence of Proton Release on Proton Acceptors. The rate of proton transfer may depend on various factors, including the structure of the proton acceptor. To check for any dependence of this type, the appearance of protons in solution has been measured in the presence of different acceptor species. In all cases pyranine was used as indicator, because its spectral parameters are very convenient for analysis of proton release from bacteriorhodopsin.
Added proton acceptors serve as catalysts for transfer of protons to the indicator. As shown in Figure 3 , clear differences in the transfer activity are found for various buffer species. A particularly high transfer efficiency is observed for borate.
Because protons are accepted from bacteriorhodopsin only by the deprotonated buffer species, the data of Figure 3a , which are presented with the total buffer concentration in the abscissa, have been plotted again in Figure 3b as a function of the concentration of the unprotonated buffer species at the given pH value. In this plot the position of borate is more extreme, 
) is represented by a dashed and a continuous line for τ1 and τ2, respectively. The rate constants k 2 + were estimated from the known dependence of proton-transfer rate constants on the pK-difference. Estimated accuracy closely followed by ammonia. As should be expected, the pK value of the proton acceptor is essential.
Dependence of Proton Transfer on Bacteriorhodopsin Concentration.
The experimental data demonstrate a clear decrease of τ 2 with increasing bacteriorhodopsin concentration (Figure 4 ), even though pyranine was always in excess of bacteriorhodopsin, and thus a dependence on the concentration of bacteriorhodopsin is not expected to be detectable at the given limits of experimental accuracy. Simulations based on a simple two step-reaction scheme described below (1) confirm this expectation.
Thus, it may be suspected that the experimental dependence of τ 2 on the bacteriorhodopsin concentration is due to a contamination by some proton transferring species. Standard procedures used for purification of bacteriorhodopsin may not eliminate such contamination at the micromolar concentration level. However, bacteriorhodopsin samples have been dialyzed extensively and/or resuspended in solutions that had been freshly degassed in order to avoid proton transfer via any buffer of low molecular weight, including hydrogencarbonate ions. These purification steps did not affect the relaxation effects associated with proton release. Thus, it is possible that the dependence on the bacteriorhodopsin concentration is due to a special protontransfer pathway via acceptor/donor groups on bacteriorhodopsin disks.
Reaction Models. A reaction scheme must include at least two reaction steps: (1) proton pumping within bacteriorhodopsin, which can be represented for the present purpose by a single reaction step; and (2) proton transfer from bacteriorhodopsin to pyranine where BR, BH, and B represent the resting state of bacteriorhodopsin, the states with a proton and without a proton at the release site, respectively; I and IH represent the unprotonated and the protonated states of the indicator, respectively. This model is expected to be sufficient in the absence of added buffers. Some parameters of the reaction are known: the pK of the indicator pyranine 24 is 7.3 and the pK of the proton release group of bacteriorhodopsin has been reported 13 to be 5.8. These pK values define the equilibrium constant k 1′ + /k 1′ -of the second reaction step. Fitting of the two time constants resulting from the reaction scheme to the set of experimental data shown in Figure 2 provided the remaining three parameters. The rate constant of proton transfer k 1′ + ) 6.7 × 10 8 M -1 s -1 is in the expected range, whereas the ratio of the rate constants k 0′ + )
1.4 × 10 3 s -1 and k 0′ -) 9.3 × 10 3 s -1 is unexpectedly low for an "irreversible" reaction. This problem will be discussed below. Based on the reproducibility of the data, the accuracy of these rate constants is estimated to be (10% for k 1′ + and (20% for k 0′ + and k 0′ -. A quantitative analysis of the relaxation curves measured in the presence of buffers must be based on a reaction scheme including the major reactions contributing to the proton transfer. As discussed by Eigen, 25 reactions based on "free" protons or on defect protons (HO aq -) do not provide any essential contribution in the pH range around 7 under usual conditions because of their low concentrations. The remaining transfer reactions expected in solutions containing bacteriorhodopsin, indicator I, and transfer reagent T are included in the following cyclic reaction scheme:
The initial step BR h BH represents light induced proton pumping (rate constants k 0 + and k 0 -) and is coupled to three different proton-transfer reactions: (1) the pumped proton may be transferred from bacteriorhodopsin (BH) to the unprotonated transfer reagent T (rate constants k 1 + and k 1 -); (2) the protonated transfer reagent TH may pass its proton to the indicator I (rate constants k 2 + and k 2 -); (3) the pumped proton may also 
) is represented by continuous, dashed, and dotted lines for bacteriorhodopsin concentrations of 7.24, 15.7, and 30.2 µM, respectively.
be transferred from the state BH to the indicator I directly (rate constants k 3 + and k 3 -).
The number of parameters for this reaction scheme is rather high and, thus, it is difficult to determine exact values for all the rate constants from the limited set of the available experimental data. However, analysis is favored by the fact that some independent information is available. First of all, the pK values are known and, thus, equilibrium constants can be calculated. Furthermore, the transfer rate between buffer and indicator may be estimated from the known general dependence of rate constants on pK differences. 25 The rate constant 1 × 10 9 M -1 s -1 observed for proton transfer from acetic acid to imidazole is used as a reference for the diffusion controlled limit. 25 Thus, the number of unknown parameters is reduced considerably. Further reduction would be possible if the parameters obtained from the data for bacteriorhodopsin + pyranine in the absence of buffer could be introduced into the analysis of the data measured in the presence of buffer. However, as discussed below, fitting according to model (2) revealed coupling between the parameters of the bimolecular proton transfer and the parameters of the initial intramolecular reaction step; thus, simple substitution appeared to be impossible. Because of this coupling, each set of experimental data was fitted independently and parameters were not fixed with two exceptions: pK values and the transfer rate between buffer and indicator.
The data obtained for different buffers show individual fitting qualities. In the case of borate the data do not provide information on a specific value for k 0 -. The experimental time constants are compatible with a range of k 0 -values as long as
. This result is expected for an irreversible reaction. Photoinduced pumping of protons in bacteriorhodopsin is irreversible, because the proton does not return to its original donor.
The data obtained for other buffers provide evidence for a different and more complex reaction mechanism. Fitting of these data indicates k 0
, corresponding to an equilibrium reaction between BR and BH, with a higher population of the initial state BR. This is in contrast with expectation because the photoinduced net output of protons suggests the absence of any detectable back-reaction.
Global Fitting. The usual procedure for fitting of relaxation data involves two steps. First, relaxation time constants are fitted to relaxation curves and in a separate second step these time constants are fitted to reaction models. This procedure is useful for assignment of the minimal mechanism required to describe the experimental data. However, for a final evaluation of parameters it is more useful to fit the rate constants of the reaction model directly to the set of relaxation curves measured at different reactant concentrations. This "global fit" procedure avoids problems with assignment of proper statistical weights for different relaxation processes. In the present case τ 1 values cannot be assigned as accurately as τ 2 values, because τ 1 is derived from a relatively small part of the relaxation curves. Appropriate statistical weights are assigned automatically during global fitting. An example of a global fit is shown in Figure 5 . In almost all cases the experimental data could be fitted by the cyclic reaction mechanism at a satisfactory accuracy (exception: azide; cf. below), and in almost all cases the results obtained by global fitting are consistent with those obtained by the two step fitting procedure. Some change in the resulting parameters was observed in the case of TRIS buffer. Because global fitting is expected to be more reliable, the discussion presented below is based on parameters from global fits.
The differences in the concentration dependences of the relaxation curves obtained for different buffers are clearly reflected in the parameters specified by minima in the error sum. In cases such as NH 4 , borate, and TRIS, a minimum in the error sum is found for each of the rate constants to be evaluated and, thus, all parameters can be determined. In other cases the information is limited due to coupling of the rate constants k 0 -and k 1 + : an increase in the error sum due to a change of k 0 -can be compensated by a change of k 1 + . Thus, these data sets are consistent with a relatively broad range of k 0 -values. Because Figure 1) was not described by the reaction model (2) but by fixed time constants obtained from fitting of single relaxation curves. Because the final part of the relaxation curves (t >10.5 ms) does not contribute to the information on proton release, it was not included in the global fit. The complete set of data used for global fitting is shown in this figure, corresponding to a total recording time of 10.5 ms after light pulse initiation. The fitted parameters are given in Table 1 . The relatively large ∆∆I values in panels a to c at channels >924 are due to jitter in the time base caused by the large change in the time interval.
some rate constants of the cyclic reaction scheme, including k 0 -, are expected to be constant in the presence of different buffers, the corresponding rate constants should be identical. Thus, the data obtained for different buffers were examined for satisfactory fits by a set of parameters with identical values for identical reactions. For most of the buffers, fitting with such a set of parameters was possible. However, parameters deviating from the consensus set were found in the case of borate.
The rate constants obtained by fitting of experimental data to reaction scheme (2), compiled in Table 1 , demonstrate a clear dependence of the proton-transfer rate k 1 + to the acceptor on its pK value. As should be expected, high k 1 + values are observed when the acceptor pK is high, and thus proton transfer can be at the diffusion controlled limit. The k 1 + values decrease with decreasing pK value of the acceptor, when the proton has to be transferred against an increasing free energy barrier. These data are consistent with the general rules for proton-transfer reactions described by Eigen. 25 The transition between the diffusion controlled regime (pK D -pK A < 1), and the regime controlled by the energy barrier (pK D -pK A > 1) is described by the following equation on the basis of the free energy differences where pK D and pK A are the pK values of the bacteriorhodopsin donor site and of the acceptor, respectively, and k 1,max + is the maximal rate constant in the limit of a favorable pK difference. When this equation is used to fit experimental rate constants of proton transfer between acetic acid as donor and different acceptors (hydrazine, imidazole, aniline, formiate and mchloroaniline 25,26 ) the resulting pK value of the donor is 4.9 (agreement with the literature value 4.8 for acetic acid within the limits of accuracy).
As shown in Figure 6 , the k 1 + values for proton transfer between bacteriorhodopsin and a wide variety of buffers can be described by the expected dependence on the pK difference. The value pK D ) 7.6 of the donor group obtained from the least-squares fit using eq 3 is clearly larger than that given previously 13 for the release group (pK ) 5.8). Apparently the difference is due to the fact that the pK determined in the present investigation represents a kinetic pK value (cf. Discussion).
The k 1 + value obtained for azide on the basis of reaction scheme (2) is about an order of magnitude larger than expected from the dependence shown in Figure 6 . This deviation is hardly due to experimental uncertainty but provides evidence for the existence of a separate proton-transfer pathway, which contributes in the presence of azide because of its unfavorable pK value. The existence of an additional reaction pathway is also indicated by systematic deviations in the global fit of the relaxation curves measured in the presence of azide. Special effects associated with azide ions have been observed in previous investigations. 27 BR Concentration Dependence. The data for the proton transfer between bacteriorhodopsin and pyranine obtained at low concentrations of bacteriorhodopsin c BR can be described by a two-step reaction mechanism (cf. Figure 2) . However, as discussed above, an additional reaction pathway must be included at high c BR values. The complete set of experimental data may be described quantitatively on the basis of reaction scheme (2) , assuming that the transfer reagent T is equivalent to some residues at the surface of bacteriorhodopsin and using a concentration for the species T corresponding to the concentration of bacteriorhodopsin. The pK value of the surface residue was assumed to be 6. As shown in Figure 4 , the concentration dependence of both τ 1 and τ 2 can be represented by this mechanism with high accuracy. The rate constants obtained from this fit for the pumping reaction and for the proton transfer to the indicator are in the same range as those obtained from the data measured at low concentrations, but some change of the values indicates that the additional reaction included in scheme (3) contributes to some degree already at the lower concentration used in Figure 2 . The results obtained by the standard fitting procedure are confirmed by global fitting.
Extension of the Reaction Mechanism. As discussed above, the results obtained by the reaction schemes (1) and (2) suggest that the reaction mechanism is more complex. A simple extension of the mechanism (1) may be used as an example where the resting state BR of bacteriorhodopsin is first converted to an activated state BA and subsequently BA is converted to the state BH with the proton exposed for transfer to the acceptor T. For a least-squares fit of the experimental data shown in Figure 2 , the rate constants of the first reaction were fixed to k 0* + ) 2 × 10 4 s -1 and k 0* -) 10 s -1 , corresponding to a relaxation time constant of 50 µs. The resulting rate constants k 1* + ) 1.4 × 10 3 s -1 , k 1* -) 9.6 × 10 3 s -1 , and k 2* + ) 6.8 × 10 8 M 1 s -1 are similar to those obtained for the corresponding reaction steps of scheme (1) . The quality of the fit is also very similar. Thus, the intramolecular reaction step of reaction scheme (1) may be separated into two steps, where the first one in scheme (4) is virtually irreversible and the parameters of the second step in scheme (4) are almost identical with those of the first step derived on the basis of scheme (1) .
Discussion
Coupling of Reactions in Proton Release. Because the mobility of protons in water is known to be particularly high, the interpretation of experimental data initially was based on the assumption that protons are transferred directly via diffusion through the aqueous phase. 9, 11 However, the concentration of + of reaction scheme 2 reflects direct proton transfer to pyranine).
free protons in aqueous solution is minimal at pH values around 7 and, thus, protons are usually transferred in aqueous solutions either directly from donors to acceptors or via buffers serving both as proton acceptors and donors at a high efficiency. Direct proton transfer between bacteriorhodopsin and indicator was included in a model presented by Nachliel and Gutman, 16 but some of the rate constants used in their model are not consistent with experimental data. General rules for the kinetics of proton transfer were discussed by Eigen. 25 Analysis and description of proton release in the present investigation is consistent with these rules. Any quantitative analysis of proton release from bacteriorhodopsin to the bulk requires that coupling between the first intramolecular step of pumping and the subsequent bimolecular step of proton transfer into the bulk is described explicitly. Pumping is not infinitely fast but is known to take about 50 µs and, thus, the pumping time affects the appearance of protons in solution. Coupling between the two reactions is reflected by a special sigmoidal form of the release curves, which has neither been described nor discussed in previous investigations.
Numerical simulations based on the coupled reaction scheme (1) demonstrate that the delay does not appear for large perturbations, i.e., large changes of the pH induced by extensive proton production exceeding the buffering capacity of the system. In this case the observed time constants cannot be interpreted by usual models anymore, because the reaction time constants are strongly pH dependent. Another potential reason for missing the delay effect is incorrect compensation of the absorbance changes resulting from bacteriorhodopsin at the wavelength used for recording the indicator signal.
The present experimental data were obtained by a technique without expensive lasers. A disadvantage of this technique is a limited time resolution. However, a direct comparison of experimental transients in the 10 to 50 µs time range shows that the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements in the present investigation is at least an order of magnitude higher than that in previous investigations. Thus, it is very likely that the delay effect was simply hidden in the noise of transients in previous investigations. Obviously, correct conclusions on reaction mechanisms are not possible when the basic relaxation effects are not assigned properly.
Some experimental difficulty results from the requirement to correct pyranine transients for contributions from absorbance changes of bacteriorhodopsin itself. This correction must be based on data obtained at the same pH value, which is not trivial in the absence of buffers. Moreover, bacteriorhodopsin transients are modified in the presence of buffers, because the reactions are coupled with each other. Thus, exact correction requires transients measured under identical experimental conditions.
The relatively slow appearance of protons in the bulk is partly due to the coupling between the intramolecular pumping reaction and the intermolecular release reaction(s). Rate constants derived without explicit consideration of this coupling must lead to erroneous conclusions. Furthermore, time constants observed for a process involving intermolecular reaction steps cannot be compared directly with time constants for an intramolecular process, as in previous publications on proton release by bacteriorhodopsin. The danger of false conclusions from an analysis of kinetic data without correct assignment of the coupled reaction mechanism is demonstrated by the data shown in Figure 4 . If the analysis of data would be limited to a bacteriorhodopsin concentration in the range of 30 µM and would be based on a simple one-step mechanism, the dependence on the pyranine concentration would suggest a very low rate of proton transfer, because the time constant of the relaxation process with the dominant amplitude is virtually independent of the pyranine concentration under these conditions. Heberle 28 concluded that proton transfer to pyranine is independent of the pyranine concentration. Apparently the bacteriorhodopsin concentration used in his investigation was limited to this special domain.
In the present publication the term "pumping" refers to the first step of the reaction mechanisms (1) or (2) and does not imply any direct relation to one of the individual steps of the established photocycle. Thus, pumping is used in a simple operative manner to describe the reaction chain initiated by the light pulse and ending with the appearance of protons at the release site. An influence of the proton-transfer reaction on the "pumping" time constant must be expected according to the general rules of kinetics. Experimental evidence for this effect is given by the data shown in Figure 2 . However, the exact relation of the present pumping reaction to the steps of the established photocycle remains to be demonstrated. In previous investigations any influence of buffer concentration on one of the time constants of the standard photocycle has not been detected yet.
pK Dependence of Proton Transfer to Buffers and Separate Internal Reaction Step. The experimental data obtained for the proton transfer efficiency of various buffers demonstrate the expected general dependence on the pK difference, corresponding to that described previously for other cases. 25 The pK value indicated by this dependence for the proton donor group (7.6) is clearly higher than the value reported previously 13 for the release group (5.8) . A further analysis with a more extensive set of acceptors would be useful to increase the accuracy, to check a wider range of ∆pK values and potential effects of other acceptor parameters. Probably the transfer rate is not only dependent on the pK difference but also on other parameters of the acceptor, in particular size and charge. Effects of this type may have some influence on the ∆pK dependence and, thus, it is hardly possible to estimate the accuracy of the pK value derived from the rate constants obtained in the present investigation. However, in a nonequilibrium system like photoactivated bacteriorhodopsin a difference between a pK value obtained from rate constants and that obtained from other data is not at all evidence for an error. It is very likely that the difference simply reflects different reaction states of the nonequilibrium system. The pK value determined in the present investigation clearly is a "kinetic" pK. The nature of this pK should be analyzed in further investigations. More information may be also obtained by an analysis of the pH dependence of the proton release kinetics.
Special buffer effects on electric signals of light-excited bacteriorhodopsin were reported by Liu et al. 29 and TothBoconadi et al. 30 These effects have been classified according to the charge transition upon protonation. Because the electric signals were measured under different conditions (low salt), a direct comparison to the present results is not possible. In view of the photoelectric results, it is remarkable how closely the proton-transfer rate constants k 1 + obtained for buffers of different charge state follow the expected pK dependence ( Figure  6 ). Apparently the influence of the acceptor charge is reduced at the much higher salt concentration used in the present investigation.
The analysis based on the reaction mechanisms (1) and (2) reveals an unexpectedly low ratio of the rate constants k 0 + /k 0 -for the first reaction step. Probably the low value of this "equilibrium" constant obtained in the presence of many different proton acceptors is due to a simplified mechanism. An explanation may be based on the large differences in the structure of proton acceptors. An extreme case is pyranine with a bulky aromatic structure and many negative charges, both of which may contribute to exclusion from the cavity of the release domain. Apparently molecules such as pyranine can accept protons only from the periphery of the protein. This implies the existence of a separate proton transfer step from the release cavity to the periphery. It is also possible that access to the release site is enabled by a local change of the protein structure. The identity of the release site is not exactly known. The residues Glu204, 31 Glu194+Glu204, 32 a water molecule, 33, 34 and a hydrogen-bonded continuum in this region 35, 36 have been suggested. Crystal structures of bacteriorhodopsin 32, 37, 38 indicate that the residues in the region of the release site are not directly accessible for bulky proton acceptors such as pyranine ( Figure  7 ). Luecke et al. 37 wrote that the "proton release complex is well insulated from the aqueous medium" and, thus, seemed to anticipate the existence of a separate reaction step from their analysis of the protein structure. However, the present results also indicate that small acceptors such as borate have direct access to this complex. Another factor contributing to the special release kinetics may be a high degree of hydrogen bonding within the release group. 36, 41 Internal hydrogen bridges are known to decrease proton-transfer rates. 42 The release group may exist in different states of hydrogen bonding. Transfer of protons may require a separate reaction step for some acceptors. The kinetic models used in the present investigation were not extended yet in general, because additional information should be collected for specification.
Effect of Bacteriorhodopsin Concentration and Surface Mobility of Protons. The unexpectedly strong dependence of the time constant τ 2 on the concentration of bacteriorhodopsin observed in the absence of buffers suggests catalysis of proton transfer by some group on the surface of bacteriorhodopsin disks. When this particular pathway of proton transfer is included in the reaction scheme, the concentration dependence of both τ 1 and τ 2 can be described at a high accuracy ( Figure  4 ). The existence of groups serving as proton acceptors and donors on the surface of bacteriorhodopsin must be expected, because there are many different glutamic and aspartic acid residues and also some arginine and lysine residues. Due to electrostatic interactions it is likely that some of the pK values are shifted into the range where both acceptor and donor function at neutral pH is possible. In addition to large numbers of bacteriorhodopsin molecules the purple membrane contains many lipid molecules; the headgroups of these lipids may also serve as proton acceptors and donors.
Transfer of protons by intermolecular exchange between bacteriorhodopsin disks is not required if there is a sufficiently high mobility of protons along the surface, because a general high mobility would serve to equilibrate protonation at all available sites by intramolecular transfer. The general problem of proton mobility along membrane surfaces has been discussed extensively (e.g., refs 43, 44). For the special case of bacteriorhodopsin disks, evidence for a high mobility of protons along the surface has been presented by several independent investigations. However, the experimental results given in these investigations for the same type of reaction are very different: Heberle et al. 9 report a time constant of 228 ( 39 µs for the appearance of protons at indicators fixed on the intracellular side, whereas the time constants of Alexiev et al. 11 for the corresponding process are 77, 76, and 74 ( 5 µs at positions 101, 105, and 160, respectively. Different transfer time constants have been published for the extracellular side as well: proton arrival was reported with time constants 63 ( 8 µs 8 and 76 ( 18 µs 9 by an indicator fixed at position 129 of the sequence, with a time constant 71 ( 4 µs 11 at position 72 and with a time constant 134 µs 13 at positions 129 and 130. These results indicate a relatively broad distribution of exchange time constants, depending on the position of residues and/or on details of experimental conditions. Thus, a prediction of proton transfer time constants to given residues is hardly possible. Under these conditions a final interpretation of the dependence on the bacteriorhodopsin concentration cannot be presented: neither transfer by a residual buffer contamination nor by contact between disks can be excluded.
A special problem associated with the kinetics of proton transfer from bacteriorhodopsin may result from its disk-like structure involving many protein molecules in close contact. A high local proton concentration is expected transiently at the extracellular surface after pulsed photoexcitation. Under these conditions the distribution of protons in space is more time consuming than in the case of protein monomers without aggregation. The problem is analogous to that encountered in ligand binding to linear polymers, where the diffusion controlled rate constants of binding are dependent on the chain length. 45, 46 A simple estimation based on Einstein's equation suggests that the effect is not detectable in the case of bacteriorhodopsin under usual experimental conditions (10 µM bacteriorhodopsin, 40 µM pyranine, pH 8). An experimental test with bacteriorhodopsin disks of different diameters in the range from 0.25 to 1 µm did not show any difference in the observed time constants. This is partly due to the fact that pumping of protons is relatively slow (τ ≈ 50 µs). More evidence for the conclusion that the special distribution effect resulting from the disk-like structure does not affect the experimental transients comes from the observa- , and of Asp96 (green) are highlighted using van der Waals dimensions. The retinal group is presented in "licorice" form (purple). The crystal structure 1c3w.pdb 37 from the Protein Data Bank 39 was used for preparation of this figure by VMD. 40 tion that the time constants are not dependent on the extent of perturbation in the range from approximately 1 to 10% photoexcitation of bacteriorhodopsin (within the limits of accuracy (20%, under standard conditions of the present investigation).
Delay or Acceleration of Proton Transfer by Buffer Residues on the Surface?
The present investigation provides new information on proton release in bacteriorhodopsin but also raises new questions. One of the goals of the analysis was an analysis of some potential "barrier" in proton release. The results demonstrate that there is no general barrier against diffusion, but the pathway of proton release is more complex than anticipated. If there is no barrier against diffusion of protons into the bulk, how much of the proton flux generated by pumping may be dissipated into the bulk after pumping? The results of the present investigation clearly illustrate the importance of buffer components for proton dynamics. Thus, the potential problem of dissipation depends on the environmental conditions. It is very likely that the natural environment of halobacteria does not contain high concentrations of buffer species that may contribute to dissipation. However, a high local concentration of residues, which may serve as acceptors and donors, is available on the surface of bacteriorhodopsin. These residues promote a relatively high mobility of protons along the membrane surface.
According to the model presented by Nachliel and Gutman, 15 the buffering capacity on the surface of bacteriorhodopsin delays proton transfer to the bulk. Experimental data obtained in the present investigation provide evidence against this model. The rate constants of proton transfer from bacteriorhodopsin to acceptors such as borate or ammonia approach the limit of diffusion controlled reactions. In general the function of residues on the surface is expected to depend entirely on their mobility: if these residues are sufficiently mobile to allow mutual approach within distances of few water molecules, protons may be transferred without high activation barriers; however, if the residues are fixed, this type of transfer is not possible. The experimental data indicate that there is a broad distribution of transfer rates, which suggests a correspondingly broad distribution of mobilities. It is very likely that this type of motion is the basis for relatively high transfer rates of protons in the plane of bacteriorhodopsin disks.
In summary, proton transfer from bacteriorhodopsin to acceptors in the bulk depends on the nature of the acceptor. Transfer of protons to simple acceptors such as borate proceeds without any detectable barrier, whereas bulky and charged ligands such as pyranine apparently accept protons only from residues at the periphery of bacteriorhodopsin. Thus, there is evidence for some barrier inhibiting transfer of protons to acceptors such as pyranine, but protons are transferred to acceptors such as borate without any significant barrier.
